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I. INTRODUCTION

When using waveguides in microwave transmission, discontinuities

in the form of bends, obstacles, variations of cross-sectional area etc. ,

are apt to show up. These discontinuities exist because they either cannot be

avoided due to space limitations, energy feeding and energy absorbing
devices, physical constraints, or are employed intentionally for several

uses such as matching, phase shift, attenutation of undesired propagating
modes, and others.

Upon encountering a discontinuity, a propagating electromagnetic
wave in a uniform waveguide will divide its energy into three parts. The

first goes to the further propagation of waves whose propagation the wave
guide supports. The second goes to a reflected wave. The third goes to excite

an infinite number of higher normal modes at the discontinuity. The
presence of the infinite number of these higher normal modes serves

to satisfy the new boundary conditions imposed by the presence of the
discontinuity. Usually waveguide dimensions are selected so as not to

support the propagation of the higher modes, and hence will be attenuated

very rapidly as they travel away from the discontinuity.

The presence of the higher normal modes at the discontinuity
signifies stored energy, so that the discontinuity could be represented by
an energy storing element in the characteristic equivalent circuit of the

waveguide. This energy storing element takes the shape of a shunt in

ductance or a shunt capacitance depending on whether the energy is stored
in the form of magnetic or electric energy, respectively.

-JB

Figure 1
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Considering a discontinuity made of a thin plate of metal that

partially blocks the guide and is perpendicular to the axis of a wave

guide where the window opening extends completely across the guide and

is symmetrically located with the sides parallel to the electric field (Fig. 1),

the equivalent circuit is an inductive reactance shunted across the guide.

This is due to the fact that the metal diaphragm is parallel to the electric

field, thus making it vanish everywhere at the discontinuity except in

the window opening; while the magnetic field does not vanish, thus leaving

most of the energy to be stored in the form of magnetic energy. In

circuits this is represented by energy stored in an inductance.

To consider the other form of representation, we will take the

case of a metal diaphragm which leaves a window opening extending

completely across the waveguide with the sides perpendicular to the

electric field (Fig. 2). The equivalent circuit parameter is a shunted

capacitance. Here the electric field does not go to zero on the metal

because it is perpendicular to it; and hence, energy is stored mainly in

the electric form, which in circuits is represented by the energy stored

in a capacitor.

JB

igjjiB

Figure 2

The above equivalent circuit representation of the metal diaphragm

by a single shunt element applies when the diaphragm is very thin

compared to its transverse dimensions. If the diaphragm has a finite

thickness, the equivalent circuit is usually a more complex~T orT

network, which approaches a simple shunting reactance as the thick

ness approaches zero.
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If there is more than one propagating mode in the waveguide,

then the equivalent circuit parameter of the discontinuity has no meaning,

since for each propagating mode we see a different equivalent circuit

parameter. Thus, the waveguide to be considered in this project will

have dimensions which support the propagation of the dominant mode only.

The problem of finding the equivalent circuit parameter of the

discontinuity boils down to finding the electric and magnetic field distri

bution at the discontinuity, since it is sufficient to determine the domi

nant mode magnetic and electric fields at the terminals of the dis

continuity to obtain a complete description of its reflection and trans

mission characteristics. But it is practically impossible to find the

fields at the discontinuity by solving Maxwell's equations. The only

other alternative is to assume the form of the electric and magnetic field

distribution at the discontinuity and then use approximate means to find

the equivalent circuit parameter of the discontinuity.

II. VARIATIONAL METHOD

The behaviour of physical objects in nature is observed to be

directed towards minimizing or maximizing some aspect of their state

of condition. Water running downhill will take the shortest possible path

to the bottom of the hill. Water will distribute itself in a water supply

system, so that least power is lost due to friction in the pipes. "The

statement that a physical system so acts that some function of its behaviour

is least (or greatest; is often both the starting point for theoretical in

vestigation and the ultimate distillation of all the relationships between

facts in a large segment of physics."

"The mathematical formulation of the superlative is usually that

the integral of some function, typical of the system has a smaller (or

else larger) value for the actual performance of the system than it would

have for any other imagined performance subject to the same very general

requirements which serve to particularize the system under study. "

"*See Ref. 7, page 275.
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Thus if a function of the independent variables of the system and

of the derivatives of these variables with respect to the parameters of

integration, is integrated between the limits we are interested in, then

the integral obtained would give a minimum or a maximum value when

the exact values of the variables and their derivatives are inserted in

the integrand. This process is called the variational method.

In the problem of this project, the variational method is used

The admittance of the discontinuity in the waveguide is expressed in

terms of an integral which contains the unknown electric field distribution

at the discontinuity. The expression would be variational, if upon inserting

the mathematical expression of the exact electric field distribution at the

discontinuity, the value of the calculated discontinuity equivalent ad

mittance would be a relative maximum or minimum.

The use of the variational method to calculate the admittance of

a discontinuity in a waveguide has many advantages over other classical

methods. The advantages include the fact that the value of the equivalent ad

mittance does not depend on the amplitude of the electric field, but only

on its functional form. Thus, the variational method permits the

exploitation of any information bearing on the problem such as might be

available from purely intuitional considerations. However, the main

advantage of the variational method is that when the exact electric field

distribution is impossible to find (as is usually the case), then a first

degree approximation of the electric field distribution at the discontinuity,

yields a second degree approximation for the equivalent admittance of

the discontinuity. This is clearly a property of great importance, since

we are able to obtain accurate estimates of the equivalent admittance

of the discontinuity by employing fairly crude trial functions, and thus

do not have to obtain a complete solution of Maxwell's equations. The

variational method enables us also to calculate upper and lower bounds

for the equivalent parameters and hence we have a knowledge of the

maximum error involved in the values of the calculated equivalent para

meters.

In solving the problems of this project we are going to find the

variational expression for the equivalent admittance of the discontinuity

and then apply the trial fields in the variational expression. The trial

fields used will be approximately obtained by calculating a corresponding
static field distribution.
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HI. CIRCULAR APERTURE IN A RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

Our first problem is to find the equivalent circuit parameter of a

centered circular aperture in a transverse metallic diaphragm of zero

thickness in a rectangular waveguide in which a TEin mode is propagating
. 4

Marcuvitz gives a variational expression for the susceptance

of the equivalent circuit parameter of a discontinuity between two parallel

plates of infinite width and length as:

where

co

2 i_t n
n=l

£ E(y)hn(y)dy
ap

J E(y)h(y)dy
L. ap

Y is the input admittance of a uniform waveguide (no discontinuity)

for the nth mode

E(y) is the trial field

h (y) is mode function of nth mode
nw'

h(y) is mode function of propagating mode and

h(Y)= -J G(y,y')E(y')dy
ap

co

G(y,y') =£ Ynhn(y)hn(y,)

The prime denotes the exact field. The proof that the above expression

is variational is given in Appendix I of this paper.
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form

where

and

y i

(m)

*>x

The electric field distribution in the aperture has the static field

-Et =(c2 - x-2 - y2)l/2 az iCSt

W=ijtl sin™ =jJH cosli
t 1 a a la

^ a for TE1rt mode
a x 10

h _ /€ nm
nm " TTTT177

(ab)

miry . mrx , miry nirx
cos * 7 sin a + sin—r-^cos —-— a

b ax b a y

Adapting the variational expression for a rectangular waveguide, we
get for the equivalent susceptance 2

\ \ EJr)xF .a dxdy
J .J V nm z 7

hole

co oo

J "2" ~ ^j ^ nm
n=l, 3m=0, 2,4

excluding
combination

n=l, m=0

iT ^t(r)/h1().azdxdy
hole

The substitution and mathematical work is done in Appendix II
and the result is
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f- - i-tttt^-j \—HTT-rr—i^-rc 2irc
Jin t—cos —

-> - a 2 a
2ir it

/8Xa5/2c3 \ /6mn\/ 1

oo oo(w oo

n=l, 3 m=0, 2

2 2a 2

" * X. '

excluding
n=l, m=0

t /ClT / i\2 .ma.2\ _ / cir / , 1X2 , ,ma .2VJ3/2(W(n-1) +hr> j { J3/2JirV(n+1) +hH]
_ I", 1X2 .ma.21 3/4 |\ iix2 , .ma .21 3/4[(n-1) +(-^-J J ^(n+1) +(^-) J

B cThe values of ^— were calculated for 3 values of— for two
ft X. r» *^ *

combinations of -r-, — (Fig. 3) and compared with those of Marcuvitz.

The curves by the above series calculations are very nearly linear while

those of Marcuvitz tend to curve at the start and end. The large difference

between the two sets of curves may be due to the fact that in our calculations

we took only the first five terms of the series and left the other terms due

to the lengthy calculations involved.

IV. WINDOW FORMED BY ONE OBSTACLE

We will consider here a window formed by a zero thickness metallic

diaphragm uniformly placed in the x-axis direction in a rectangular wave

guide in which a TM.. mode is propagating.

The equivalent circuit of such an obstacle is of use in all electron

tubes which employ electrostatic accelerating anodes which are at

See Ref. 4, page 240.
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different potentials with respect to each other. It is of importance also

in velocity modulating electron tubes. This is because of the longitudinal

electric field that exists between each anode and the others.

Such an obstacle, with the TMin mode impinging on it, will excite

an infinite number of higher TM and TE modes. These would all be

attenuated as they travel away from the obstacle except the TM.- and

TE-0 modes, because the dimensions of the waveguide are designed to

support only these two waves. The TE-n mode will propagate in a

waveguide designed to support TM.- mode.

The trial electric field distribution employed in the variational

expression is that of the static field, and its correctness will be judged

by the obtained results.

T

d

Propagating in the waveguide is a TM.. mode with the electric

field polarized in the y-direction. In the slot the electric field distri

bution is

E = 1.J— sin— •
lv a a r~z-

'd - yJT^ y

The variational expression for the susceptance of the equivalent circuit

parameter of the iris is
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<MI nm

n m

H<lyhnm)'asdXdy
slot

j j (Exh10)-azdxdy _
l_slot

where Y„ is input admittance at obstacle for the mn-th mode and

and

h . =*J-zr- sin— a for TMIA only.
10 ^ a ax 10 J

=J^n [cos 2*20L sini^l ax for TE and TM(h ) = / m?,.l | cos
N nm'x

(ab)

F\ 0. TTX=7— sin —

The normalizing factor

6 = 4 (n ± 0, m i 0) =2 (m= Oor n =0) = 1 (if m =n= 0)
mn

i»

Hence

. B

-11
n m

nm

H h/Sfi* cos-r—- sin——sin dxdy

f f T €1. irx . irx 1 ,
J J \ — 8in—""TTFt dx

^slot

yq -y

dy

dx dy
1/2 €

mn

~ L Ls nm V"E / €x
n m

H
slot

mirye. mrxo. irx
cos i J sin sin—
baa

M~*¥

^7

slot JKS
dx dy
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Numerator

n
slot

J?~?
miry . nirx . irx , ,

cos , 7 sin sin— dx dy
b a a ' ' '

d a

s2 J J7t
0 O^T-y

*>.=? [ cos
(n-l)irx

- cos iU±I>™]dyds.

Upon integrating with respect to x, the above integrand will vanish

except for n = 1. It equals

d 2irx a
sin

rr-rr-^^^-^r-]2 2
0 d -y

a

7

a

J 7=
o^7

cos —r~ dy

From Morse and Feshbach, page 1323

1

j (z) =!f COS<z^ du
° w 'J / 2"

0 vl-u

let z =
rrnrd and u = -J du =-jdy .

Therefore, we get

cos ££=*>
ov b

o >/»

Hence the numerator becomes

ira _ .mird.

ir Jo(~b-)

-a-

dy



Denominator

d a

1 . 2 irx , ,
- sin — dy dx

JFJ

d a

oo^20 (Wd -y

J /2 2Os/d -y

Susceptance

Susceptance B exists for n = 1 only. Therefore

2

ir-5>i«(*) lm
rtra mjrdp

4 ox b

ira

^ "T"m=l

oo

-I Yim(l)
m=l

1

lm j2 irard.
€, o * b '

Now to determine Y
lm

TM

JCO€

lm ".2 ,2
k - k

c

jo>€ Jioe

y(l)S,-)2.(^ *J +(ma)2 . ^

and for propagating TM.. mode

J0)€ CO €

10

SvT^ z«JW^S'
Now for \ « 2a = X , usually then
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v - C0€ k
x10 Z1T"

and therefore

2a YY __ . 10TM
xlm " J \

TE

J *<™>2 - <x>2

The waveguide for propagating Y.n__ is
1U TE

-2ir
Y.n = r— where X. « 2a = X

TE ^M-^ c

and for attenuated TE modes

\ Y,v . 10 TE A , ,max2 ,2ax2
Ylm="J ZS N/1+H5") " (—}

Hence the obstacle susceptance becomes

. B V . 2aY10TM 1 /a\l/2 €lm T2 .mird,
JT"^ *~ / ma 2 Zaz'VS") ~ Jo hr->

m=1 V1 +(^) - (r1

V ^
—v—

TM

co f j
\ i K v A x /ma\2 /2a.2 / a^ €lm T2 .mird.L Jiza YioTE V1 +hr> "(—> U] — Johr->
m=0

*~v—

TE
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Now the asymptotic expression for J (z) is

J. (z) = — cos (z - -r)
o* ' irz * 4'

Hence it is clear that the series which represents contributions

from TM modes will converge, but the series that represents con

tributions from TE model will diverge.

Hence this representation of the equivalent circuit of the obstacle

is not real. The reason is that the choice of the electric field distri

bution we employed in the variational expression was not correct.

The problem is the to find a better approximation for the electric

field distribution and calculate again the equivalent circuit for the

obstacle. This would not be carried out in this project because of lack

of time.
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GO

1

APPENDIX I

J E(y)hn(y)dy
ap

J E(y)h(y)dy
*— ap

-i2

The proof that the above expression is variational consists of

trying to insert the exact field distribution, and seeing what the mini-
B

mum value g •-- takes.

Proof:

where

and

J E(y)h(y)dy =jj E(y) G(y, y')E(y') dy dy<
ap aP

h(y) =j* G(y,y')E(y')dy«
ap

E(y') is the exact field.

Sustituting in ^expre s sion for j •«-

oo.

1

J E(y)hn(y)dy
ap

jj E(y)G(y,y')E(y')dy dy
ap

Upon taking a small variation 6(j ^-) and setting it equal to zero, we will
get a variation in the trial field E(y), but none in E(y') since it is the
exact field.
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26(j|)=0=J Yn
J E(y)hn(y)dy
ap

jj E(y)E(y«)G(y,y')dydy'
ap

n

KyE(y)G(y,y')E(y')dy'dy.j6E(y'')hn(y'')dy'»

-yE(y)hn(y)dy-jj6E(y")G(y",y')E(y')dy»»dy'

We have y —> yM in some integrals to avoid confusion of terms.

Therefore

°=Z/ Yn' JE(y)Vy)dy* J 6E(y,,)hn(yM)dy'

^6E(y»')G(y!,,y')E(y')dy"dyn

JE(y)hn(y)dy
-ff E(y)G(y,y')E(y')dydy'

°=E Yn JE(y)hn(y)dy,^6E(y")hn(y,,)dyi,,
n *- .

0 =

. B ^ E(y)G(y,y')E(y')dydy'.^ jj6E(y")G(y", y')E(y') dy dy'

J8E(y")dy.] [^Ynf
L n

]E(y)hn(y)hn(y")dy

. B"jT !\yE<y)G<y,y,)E(y»);dydy'.. \ G(y", y')E(y')dy<y<

-16-



Now since 6E(y") is arbitrary,

l*.S
. BE(y)hn(y")hn(y)dy - j ffE(y)G(y,y')E(y')dydy'

n

I G(y",y)E(y')dy•]•
Multiplying by E(y")dyn and integrating, and noting that

jE(y")hn(y")dy" =JE(y)hn(y)dy

we get

and

I Yn •£=<*»»„<*>d* . B

n

. B

•i'.
J E(y)hn(y)dy

jyE(y)G(yfy')E(y»)dydy
2

n

JJ E(y)G(y,y')E(y')dydy'

•i".
n

^E(y)hn(y)dy -i 2

sE(y)h(y)dy

3*-

Hence the above expression is variational because for this

value of j •»- it gives a stationary characteristic with respect to changing

electric field distribution.
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to be

where

and

APPENDIX II

Considering the static field (electric) distribution in the hole

V(c2-x'2-y'2)1/2azxSt

¥Vt Sln— a for TE,- mode
x 10

irx'
cos

h /€mn f
(ab)

shifting the origin of-the axes

mn „^« miry .„ nirx . miry „ nirx
cos i 7 sin a + sin « 7 cos a

b ax b ay.1

^(ab)1/Z LX ^T~ a x

n = + 1, +3

m = 0, + 2, + 4

and normalizing factor

f 4 if m ^ 0, n ^ 0
€ =*s 2 if m or n = 0

mn , .,. _
U if m = 0 = n

(v) a *
The variational expression for the shunt susceptance of the

obstacle is

miry' o4vi nirx'

M I nm

n=l, 3 m=0, 2, 4

excluding
n=l m=0

\\ !T.(r)x!h .a dxdy
JJ tx ' nm z 7

hole

fl" *t<r>*Vsdxdr
hole

-18-
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Now Y is the characteristic admittance of the waveguide for all

the excited waves (modes) excluding the propagating mode. For a

""IE wave •

Y _ ^z 7k2-B2

"&

nm jujjt jo)u

/' ir / 2 , j
— /n + (-

/. nir x2 mirx2 ,2irx2

jwu

2a2

The characteristic admittance for the propagating mode (TEin)

, /irx2 2irx2 /l 2 1 2
,'A1 -(X> =- 2if/(T) - <2a">

o j co jx "" u |x o>(x X * w 'vc

Therefore

Y nm + X / 2 .ma.2 .2a.2
Y -]2a-/" T HET

o J

Y = ^-^ li = ""' " ^ * " ,2Tr where X« 2a = \

hence ^ y
_. o / 2 ,ma.2 ,2ax2
Ynm=lZ3—Vn +(T-) •(T)

Then upon substituting back in the variational expression and re

arranging terms we get

B \ V V / 2 ,max2 .2a.2

n=l, 3 m=0, 2, 4
excluding

n=l m=0

-19-
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To evaluate the integral we first take the numerator

hole

v (\ miry' _ nirx' . miry' . nirx\ /mn ~\ , . ,
*" (ab) J

t /iSnn ff/ 2 2 ,2xl/2 irx' miry' nirx1 , , , ,= W 1JZAJ2 JJ(C "x -y > cos—cos-^Lcos-^-dx'dy'
a ' "b"

- y^2 S(c2-x'2-y2)1/2cos-ll [cosi^ +coslE^ljdx-dy.
Consider for the time being the cos*n~ ^x term and forget

about cos '—-i2—t change to cylindrical coordinates x' = pcosG,
a '

y' = psinO, dx'dy' = pdpdO. Then we get

Xl /€l6mn CC .mir . ftV /(n-lW '\ , 2 2J/2 , ,tJ ±/2 1/2 J J cos (^p sine) cos U-_2_ pcose] (c - p ) ' pdpdG
a b 0 p

Now

cos (™3 psine) =Y Jq (^-H p) +2J2(i^L p) cos 26 +. ...
* =0,2

... +^(^p)cosie+ ...
and

cos (i^Pcose)=I Jc(i=^p) -2J2(<^i)2Lp)cos2e +...
£ =0,2

Plugging the expansions into the integrand and integrating with respect to

0, we note that due to orthogonality of the sinusoidal flons of the series

20-



2lT

\ cos pede =ir

while the product of the firs t,t«o terms equals

K^'.pr*']" =̂ 'o^'•[J5rfcp]
0

Hence the integral becomes (keeping in mind that we will consider the

cosiBtilUx' term later)
a '

1 /€ 1€ mn f V J fT .mir XT (n-l)ir "] 9 fAT .mir x, (n-l)ir 1

D 0 £=0,2l

. , 2 2xl/2 ,• (c -p ) pdp

From Morse and Feshbach (page 621) we find the following identity

+oo

^(V* +y -2xycqs<|> ) = } J^x) J^y) cos£<|>
-CD

Since we are interested only in even values of lt i. e. , I = . . . -2, 0, 2, . . .
•rr

we choose <j> =•£ , thus only even values exist and they alternate sign.
Putting ^ p=xand y=(n"^)ir p

(Note that, though our sum is over I = 0, 2, 4. ... , we know that

J2K = J_2K (even f ) so that
oo

£=0,2,... -oo
even

the integral becomes

-21-



2irIl /6l*mn f T , /Ow 2 2.1/2 .
"TV 3/2J./2 J J0(7x+y Hc "P > PdP

a b n
p=0

. /6l6mn f fT / /rfn-l)ir.iZ , /mirx2\ 1 , 2 2xl/2 .
ab

0

Again from Morse and Feshbach (page 1325), the following relationship
ir

1

^(...^.in^co-^+d*- i^tlL Jm+n+1(z)
IT

is found v

** and .. =cJjSgL)' .+ ("«?Let p = c si

Therefore*;

dp = c cos4>d4> and as p varies from 0 to c, <j> goes from 0 to 3 .
After these substitutions our integral becomes

ir

2

ttL/ ^>2 t72 j ^ (z sin<(>) (c -c sin 4>) c sin^v ccos<|>d<|>
a ' b

u

jnr
2

3
= c

'"' a"""b
ffy 3/mni/2 J LJo^z sin*'1 sin<l>Jcos 4><M>

After applying the above mentioned identity from Morse and Feshbach

we get that it equals .

"2l/2r<i +DJ3/2(cy[^te] +(^)2
"372

3. /' Vmn€ *€

a3/Zbl/2 L(cv^f7^)'
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Using the same procedure for the cos * '^ x' term we would
a

end up with a value

ir c\J €1€™«1 mn

1FW
2i/2r4)j3/2(cy[^]r^o2h

LJyjfeSite] +£*? j

Hence the numerator becomes the sum of two expressions

i&W>—; >. * v a/2 + " > "-" =^?72

L(«v>^*^2) (ctN^A <^)2)J
,3, 1r (f) = %JT

.33/2 l6mn'
(irc ' jiJt^7Za-2?77

,/2y^f♦ .mirx2

ZjA

l\S^Z +£&2]
T

2 "IhizWF^ +<T>

[t^] + <=?>*]
37T

For the denominator of the integral

jy[Et(r)Xh10]-azdxdy= !£i jj (c2 -x>2 -y'2)1/2 cos2 Si dx' dy'
hole hole
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Integrating with respect to y1

a

.-^2_„.2a/2

/2

c _ 2 2 1/

-j cos _dx'. 7| y'Vc -x' -y +(c -x^)sin 1-r_y2-|

=-#I (c2-x'2)cos2^-'dx. =^ J(c2-*.2)<1 +cos^dx-
-c

c

-c

2 2 2irx'
c + c COS - X« ,2 ,2 2irx' -> ,- x' cos Jjd:

-c

1T€-L ..3 2
iiTc2x' -£_ +£-*. sin2irx' ax «^2irx' 2a x1 2irx3r |^c x -3- +-z^-sm— z^r-.Bin— —-cos-—

4it

3 ^ -.x'=c2a 2 irx
+ ——- sin* ].8ir X'=-C

*€\\ f 4c3 a3 2irc a2c 2irc1
-2r— -*— + —r sin-—— -—_— COS——

^a L ^ ->* a 1L a J
£ir ir •*

Hence the value of the shunt susceptance due to the obstacle is:.

— - i Y Y /2 ma.2 "T^l
n=l, 3 m=0, 2, 4
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(r)*h .a dxdy
- nm z '

hole

jjEt(r)Xh10-azdxdy
hole



B X

Y" = 1
o

I I 7»2+<^>2-<£>2
n=l, 3m=0, 2, 4

3 3T2
l mn l

16a

; ! z
3 3

-a .sin—

2? a ir
2irc a c 2irc"

cos
^cj

8ir\ c mn I I y»2+<^)2-<^>2772aT72-7

and hence

[£- + a e- ^-COS—j

<?>2IT

2ir" ir

J3/2 (•?>!)'*jfgfl , J3/2fe/(»+l>2 +<^)2)
f . .2 .ma.2 "iL |(n-l) +(-3-) JT37? [(n+l)2 +<^)2 ]

B _ 8\a5/2c3 €mn
Y~ " .1/2 2 T~

o b ir 1
4c a

\* V/ 2, ,ma.2 ,2a,2

c. ^irc ac „ 2irc"| n=l, 3m=0, 2,4
sin .{-cos ' ,. » '

a J excluding
2ir' ir

n=l, m=0

t I cir /„ 1X2 ,max2\ _ / cir A ,, x2 .ma.2\1
J3/2JirV(n-^ +<-b-> J AJ3/z(—-v/(n+1) +hr> )
T ; _ ,-, 3/4 +— ;—„. on a/4['. <v2 .ma.2l(n-1) +(^g-) J [<n+l)2 +(i^)2]
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